CHEU / GMHHC Begin Bargaining

On August 14, the first day of CHEU bargaining, our CHEU team presented management a full set of demands that reflect the improvements you said you wanted to see on your bargaining surveys. Your Negotiating team addressed hospital’s management on why our voices should be heard, respected, and not be treated differently.

Examples of proposals that we put across the table includes:

1. Parity with what our RN colleagues have in their contract
2. Stronger union representation
3. Rights to convert to FTE position if work more than the required commitments.
4. Employee’s rights not to be placed on standby
5. Improved Jury Duty and Bereavement leave
6. Safe patient care languages
7. A Committee of CHEU members to address Work place Violence
8. Fair Wages to retain and recruit for GMHHC

Our CHEU members and the CHEU bargaining team are committed to fight in order to achieve equal Rights and Voice at GMHHC.

No dates for the next bargaining session has been determined yet

Stay tuned!

Questions or for more detail information; please connect with your CHEU bargaining team. Tajh Shuff, MHW, Jennifer Nunez, Rad Tech, Viviana Mejia, EVS, Daniel Abrahamian, ERT, and Adrian Munoz, FSW.